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1-What is the time  and what is the volume shown 
pictureofCokeCan 

A. Since 1886, 330ml 
B. 330sec,300ml 
C. 300 min,1886ml 
D. 330ml,1886 year 
 

2-Given below are codes for a few 
alphabets, based on the coding.

Alphabet 

Symbol 

 How will the word ‘Pens’ be written in coded language?

A-$%&*                                              B
C-@#$%                                            

3-Given below are codes for a few alphabets, based on the coding.

Alphabet 

Symbol 

 What word will be formed when the given code is decoded:

A-Skipping                                                        
C-Packing                                                         D
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SAMPLE PAPER-3 

What is the time  and what is the volume shown on 
 

Given below are codes for a few 
alphabets, based on the coding. 

T N P C G A S E H

$ % ^ & * ? @ + #

How will the word ‘Pens’ be written in coded language? 

$%&*                                              B-    ^+%@ 
                                       D- +@#% 

Given below are codes for a few alphabets, based on the coding.

T N P C G A S E H

$ % ^ & * ? @ + #

What word will be formed when the given code is decoded:

                                                   B- Winning 
Packing                                                         D- Gapping 
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n 

H K I 

# £ ₳ 

Given below are codes for a few alphabets, based on the coding. 

H K I 

# £ ₳ 

What word will be formed when the given code is decoded: ^?&£₳%* 



 

 

4- If water is called stone, stone is called tree, tree is called ship, ship 
is called boat and boat is called car, th

A-Tree 
B-Car 
C-Stone 
D-Ship 

5- In the picture a secret code is given  to
All letters 
What is E+Q=? 
A- V 
B-E 
C-M 
D-X 
 
SCIENCE   SECTION 
 

6 –What measures distance travelled by your car
A. Speedometer 
B. Odometer 
C. Thermometer 
D. Telescope 

 

 

 
7-Match the columns- 
Column 1 

1-Birds chirping 

2-Car honking in traffic 

2

If water is called stone, stone is called tree, tree is called ship, ship 
is called boat and boat is called car, then where do the birds live?

In the picture a secret code is given  to 

What measures distance travelled by your car? 

Column-2 

(i)unpleasant 

(ii)irritating 

Science  Class-III 

If water is called stone, stone is called tree, tree is called ship, ship 
en where do the birds live? 



 

 

3-jet plane 

A-1-(iii), 2-(ii),3-(ii) 
B-1-(ii),2-(i)3-(iii) 
C-1-(i)2-(iii)3-(ii) 
D-1-(iii)2-(i),3-(ii) 
 
 

8-IDENTIFY THE SHAPE OF MOON.
A. half 
B. full 
C. Gibbous 
D. crescent 

 

 
9 Capacity of cough syrup for infant is measured in ……..and the milk 

consumption for a family of six is measured in
A. Gallon, litre 
B. Millilitre,quintal 
C. Millilitre, litre 
D. Litre,millilitre 

 

 

10 Electronic balance and measuring 
measuring…….and……. 

A. Weight,time 
B. weight,capacity 
C. Volume,capacity 
D. Time,weight 

3

(iii)feel happy 

IDENTIFY THE SHAPE OF MOON. 

Capacity of cough syrup for infant is measured in ……..and the milk 
consumption for a family of six is measured in-……… 

Electronic balance and measuring cylinder is used for 
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Capacity of cough syrup for infant is measured in ……..and the milk 



 

 

 
11  How many times you need a mug of 250 ml to pour water of 
3.5 litres in a bucket?

A. 14 
B. 12 
C. 13 
D. 11. 
 

12   You are suffering with fever.What device will your mom use to 
measure it and what will see measure in your body……?

A.thermometer, volume of blood
B.weighingbalance,mass of bone
C.bucket, tears 
D.thermometer, temperature
 

 
13 What does the picture show

 
A.moon eclipsed sun 
B.sun eclipsed moon 
C.sun eclipsed earth 
D.earth eclipsed moon 
 

4

How many times you need a mug of 250 ml to pour water of 
3.5 litres in a bucket? 

with fever.What device will your mom use to 
measure it and what will see measure in your body……? 

A.thermometer, volume of blood 
B.weighingbalance,mass of bone 

D.thermometer, temperature 

 

es the picture show 
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How many times you need a mug of 250 ml to pour water of 

with fever.What device will your mom use to 



 

 

 
14   Neil Armstrong was the first person

A. To go to Spain 
B. To go to moon 

C  .To go to India 

D.To  go to space 
 
15.Second woman of Indian origin to go to space is
A. Kalpana Chawla 
B. Yuri Gagarin 
C.SunitaWilliam 
D.SiddiDatri 
ACHIEVER’S SECTION 

16-Friction always works in direction
A Same to the movement
B Opposite to the movement
C Sometimes same and sometimes opposite to movement
D Which cannot be found 

 
17- Whales can hear each other even if they are 161 Km away, 
this is because 
A Whale is very big
B Whale has big ears
C Whale can hear as sound travels faster in water
D Whale cannot hear at this distance
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Neil Armstrong was the first person 

 

ndian origin to go to space is------- 

Friction always works in direction 
A Same to the movement 
B Opposite to the movement 
C Sometimes same and sometimes opposite to movement
D Which cannot be found  

Whales can hear each other even if they are 161 Km away, 

A Whale is very big 
B Whale has big ears 
C Whale can hear as sound travels faster in water 
D Whale cannot hear at this distance 

Science  Class-III 

C Sometimes same and sometimes opposite to movement 

Whales can hear each other even if they are 161 Km away, 



 

 

 
18- ………: CFL :: …….: drums
A.sound,light 
B.light,sound 
C.force,gravity 
D.ear,eyes 
 
19What type of sound can you observe in these pictures

Picture1-
A. First is Pleasant &second is irritating sound
B.First is Pleasant & second is also pleasant music
C. First is noise &second is pleasant music
D.First is noise &second is also noise
 
20What is common in all these picture 
A. electricity 
B. volume 
C. capacity 
D. force 
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………: CFL :: …….: drums 

type of sound can you observe in these pictures 

Picture2
First is Pleasant &second is irritating sound 

First is Pleasant & second is also pleasant music 
second is pleasant music 

First is noise &second is also noise 

20What is common in all these picture  
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Answer Key_class-3 MOCK
1-A 2-B 3-C 4-D

11-A 12-D 13-A 14
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MOCK 
D 5-A 6-B 7-A 8-D 9

14-B 15-C 16-B 17-C 18-B 19
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9-C 10-B 

19-C 20-D 


